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iTRUST ELECTRICAL
CIRCUIT TRACING

Do you have
a light switch
in your home
that doesn’t
appear to do
anything?
Do the
breakers or
fuses in your
electrical
panel trip
often?

Have you
ever had to
turn a circuit
breaker on
or off on your
electrical
panel, only
to discover
none of the
breakers
are labeled
correctly?

If you answered yes to any of these questions, then your home
may very well have serious electrical issues. Fortunately, there is
a relatively easy and inexpensive way to identify these electrical
issues – and resolve them – before they lead to more significant
issues. It’s called iTRUST Eectrical Circuit Tracing.
Knowing the pattern of your home’s wiring circuits and proper
labeling of your electrical service panel can be a big help when
a circuit breaker trips or a fuse blows. People who live in older
homes should be incredibly attentive to their wiring. Today
Americans consume nearly five times as much electricity per
household as they did in the 1950s. Homes built back then or
earlier may still have the original wiring - inadequate by today’s
standards.
Even a newer home could have insufficient wiring. Builders don’t
often build for above-average power usage, and home electrical
use will only increase in the future. For all these reasons and more,
you need to take a proactive inventory of your house’s wiring.
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iTRUST ELECTRICAL
CIRCUIT TRACING BENEFITS
One of the most critical reasons homeowners should have
their home’s electrical system map is safety. Circuit tracing is
an excellent way to identify electrical problems, such as that
mysterious light switch in your home that doesn’t seem to do
anything. While it may seem innocent enough, a light switch that
doesn’t seem to do anything may be hiding a serious electrical
hazard. An electrical map can help homeowners ensure that
their home’s electrical system can safely meet their older homes’
demands. The average U.S. household today uses more than
five times the electricity the average 1950s family did. That
means that unless your home’s electrical system is updated to
accommodate this increased demand, you may very well be
overtaxing your electrical system and putting your home and
your family at serious risk.

- U.S. household
today uses more
than five times
the electricity the
average 1950s
family did -

OTHER BENEFITS

Peace of mind:
Some wiring
problems
are just
inconveniences.
But others
can pose
serious fire or
electrocution
hazards. Protect
your family and
investment with
proactive circuit
tracing.

Prevent
Electrical
Overloads:
An electrical
circuit with too
many electrical
devices turned
on can exceed
the circuit limit.
Circuit breakers
or fuses will
automatically
shut off the
circuit at the
main panel.

Save Time and
Money: When
you consider
the labor cost
associated with
home renovation,
electrical
services can cost
upwards of 30%
of the renovation
budget. Having
an adequately
labeled electrical
panel could cut
your electrical
renovation cost
by 15% and
speed up project
completion.
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ITRUST TRACING
Carefully remove panel cover so no breakers are accidentally
turned off.
Attach Transmitter to the outside of the panel using the magnet
built into the backof the unit. Do not hang Transmitter from clip
leads.
Attach the white alligator clip to the incoming
neutral conductor or lug in the panel.
Attach the green alligator clip to incoming
ground conductor, lug or panel ground.
Attach one red alligator clip to each incoming
phase condutor or lug. It is normal for a spark to
result from connecting the clips.
Connect CT clamps to each individual
branch circuit to be traced. CT clamps
must be fully closed to properly send
signal. It is normally easier to connect
the CT clamps to circuits before
plugging them into the Transmitter. In
some cases, the circuit wire
may need to be bent or
moved to accommodate
the CT clamp.
Plug CT clamp leads
into the Transmitter. We
recommend plugging
each CT clamp into the
output number that matches the actual
breaker number. It is normal for the CT
clamps to hum slightly due to magnetic fields
caused by AC current. If there is considerable
hum check to be sure all CT clamps are fully
closed.
Turn on Transmitter. You are now ready to begin mapping the
electrical systems. The Transmitter will stay on for approximately
2 hours unless manually turned off. Additional Transmitter CT
clamp assemblies are available directly from the Tasco factory.
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